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ABSTRACT
In recent years, data broadcasting becomes a promising tech-
nique to design a mobile information system with power con-
servation, high scalability and high bandwidth utilization.
However, most of the prior research works in data broadcast-
ing are based on the assumption that the disseminated items
are independent of one another. Since in many applications,
a mobile user will be interested in more than one item simul-
taneously, we discuss in this paper the issue of dependency
in generating a broadcast program. Algorithm PBA, stand-
ing for Placement-Based Allocation, is proposed to generate
a broadcast program with high quality and low complexity
in the dependent data broadcasting environment. The ex-
perimental results show that the proposed placement-based
allocation for scheduling dependent items leads to better ex-
ecution efficiency and solution quality than those by prior
works.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the advance in wireless communication

technology changes the paradigm in which information is ex-
changed. Users can ubiquitously access the remote data via
mobile appliances. Due to the characteristics of asymmetric
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Figure 1: The architecture of broadcast-based infor-
mation system

communication, frequent disconnection and power limita-
tion, providing scalable and preferable services in the mobile
computing environment becomes an emerging topic. In or-
der to maintain the information on the air, researchers have
encountered and are endeavoring to overcome the challenges
in various fields including data dissemination [1][2][8], wire-
less cache [15], location-dependent query processing [14][16],
mobility management [3][5], and so on.
Among various aspects in mobile computing technologies,

data broadcasting has received the most attention in prior
research. The broadcasting technique is a scalable way to
disseminate the data items from an information system to
the interested mobile clients. Figure 1 shows the architec-
ture of a broadcast-based information system. The phys-
ical bandwidth is partitioned into several logical channels.
The server generates a broadcast program by collecting the
access patterns of mobile users, and delivers data items
periodically. To retrieve the data, Mobile users should wait
until items of interest appear in channel. Such a technique is
initiated in [1] and extended by Hsu [7], Yee [17], and Hung
[10], etc. In [1], the concept of broadcast disks is first pro-
posed to provide scalable information services. To schedule
the data items more effectively in broadcast channels, the
authors in [7] focus on generating a near optimal broadcast
program. In [17], the optimal broadcast program can be gen-
erated based on the concept of dynamic programming. As
for [10], the heterogeneous data broadcasting environment



is considered.
In this paper, we focus on scheduling the dependent data

items into multiple broadcast channels. In conventional
broadcasting environment, the scheduling policy is based
on the assumption that each data item is independent of
one another. However, in many applications, a mobile user
may be interested in multiple items simultaneously. For ex-
ample, a mobile user interested in the stock information of
one company may also request for the information of other
relevant companies. Therefore, the data items in a query
(i.e., the request sent from clients to the server for infor-
mation service) should be considered dependent on one an-
other. To generate a broadcast program in the dependent
data broadcasting environment, the server should allocate
the data items into single or multiple channels by collecting
the query profile (i.e., the table storing the inter-relationship
between each query and its corresponding items) and the
access patterns. To retrieve the items of interest, a mo-
bile user should switch from one channel to another until
all the items contained in his/her query are downloaded.
Note that the requested items in a query can be retrieved
in an arbitrary order. Moreover, if more than one queried
item appears in different channels simultaneously, only one
of them is allowed to be downloaded. The remaining items
should be retrieved in succeeding broadcast cycles. In the
dependent data broadcasting environment, it is possible for
one item to be contained by more than one query. Given
a specific item, it may be dependent on one item in one
query and on another item in another query. Therefore, to
find an optimal scheduling policy, it costs the complexity
of O(N !) to search all possible solutions thoroughly, where
N denotes the number of items in the database. The diffi-
culty of the scheduling policy was addressed in either single
channel [11] or multi-channel [9] environment. To provide
better scheduling policies, a significant amount of research
effort has been elaborated in this aspect [4][9][11][12]. In [4],
a broadcast scheduling method QEM, standing for Query
Expansion Method, is proposed to minimize the average ac-
cess time. In algorithm QEM, the items in popular queries
have better chances to be scheduled. Algorithm QEM can
be viewed as a greedy algorithm since it will choose the
most profitable position to append the items in a query. In
[11], the authors propose an extended scheduling method
by loosening the restrictions in [4]. In [12], since a broad-
cast program is regarded as a permutation of the items, the
problem of broadcasting dependent data can thus be formu-
lated as finding a permutation with the minimum cost. It
is noted that the prior works in [4][11][12] only consider the
single channel environment. As for the multi-channel envi-
ronment, an effective approach GA, which is based on the
concept of genetic algorithm [6], is proposed in [9].
Although GA has been proved to be a versatile approach

for scheduling policy in dependent data broadcasting envi-
ronment, there are still many situations in which the genetic
algorithm may result in poor performance such as slow con-
vergence and false optimum. Moreover, the performance of
the genetic algorithm will be affected by the initial setting.
Since the initial setting is generated randomly, there is no
guarantee for the genetic algorithm to result in good qual-
ity. To avoid such drawbacks induced by stochastic search,
we propose in this paper a deterministic algorithm named
PBA, standing for Placement-Based Allocation, to schedule
the items into different channels. Algorithm PBA generates

Table 1: Description of the symbols
Parameters Descriptions

D The collection of broadcast items
Q The collection of queries issued by cilents
K Number of channels
L The length of the broadcast cycle
qi The i-th query in Q
dj The j-th item in D
s Size of each data item
B Bandwidth of each channel
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Figure 2: An example of the broadcast program

a broadcast program from the viewpoint of the placement,
which is defined as the location for a data item to appear in
a channel. Since each query may contain multiple items in
dependent data broadcasting environment, the scheduling
policy of PBA is to avoid the occurrence of the conflict-
ing items, defined as the situation that multiple items in a
query are located in the same placement. Moreover, algo-
rithm PBA allows the query with higher access probability
to have higher priority to schedule its items. Such provision
can effectively reduce the impact of the conflicting items.
Since algorithm PBA scans the database only once, it can
generate the broadcast program very efficiently with high
quality.
The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. In Section

2, notation and definitions are given. In Section 3, we will
describe the proposed placement-based allocation algorithm
PBA. The experimental results will be shown in Section 4,
and finally, this paper concludes with Section 5.

2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
Table 1 summarizes the symbols and corresponding de-

scriptions. Suppose that database D contains |D| items.
Let Q with size |Q| represent the query profile, i.e., the
collection of queries that mobile users may issue. A query
qi ∈ Q is regarded as a request for single or multiple items.
Given the access patterns of queries, an information sys-
tem will generate a broadcast program P , which distributes
the items in D into K channels evenly. The length of the
broadcast cycle, denoted by L, can thus be formulated as
L =

§|D|
K

¨
. Note that L can be viewed as the number of the

placements in P .
Definition 1: Given a specific query qi, cyclei is defined as
the number of complete broadcast cycles that a mobile user
should spend downloading the items in qi.
Definition 2: Given a specific query qi, the refined query
q0i is defined as the set of remaining items that the interested
client needs to download after waiting for cyclei cycles.
Example 1: Consider the broadcast program in Figure 2.
Suppose that qi = {d1, d2, d4}. Since d1 and d4 are located
in the same placement, the client issuing the query should



wait for one complete broadcast cycle to download {d1, d2}
(respectively, {d4, d2}), and then downloads the remaining
item d4 (respectively, d1). Therefore, cyclei = 1 and the
refined query q0i = {d4} or q0i = {d1}.
Definition 3: Given a refined query q0i, the start-up time,
denoted by TStartup(q

0
i), is defined as the duration of time

since a mobile user issues query qi until the first item of
interest appears in one of the channels. The derivation of
TStartup(q

0
i) can be found in [9].

Definition 4: Given a refined query q0i, the retrieval time,
denoted by TRetr.(q

0
i), is defined as the duration of time

since the first item contained in query q0i appears in one of
the channels until all the items in q0i are downloaded. The
derivation of TRetr.(q0i) can be found in [9].
Definition 5: The access time of a refined query q0i, denoted
by TAccess(q0i), is defined as the sum of the start-up time and
the retrieval time. i.e.,

TAccess(q
0
i) = TStartup(q

0
i) + TRetr.(q

0
i).

Definition 6: Let s and B represent the size of each item
and the bandwidth of each channel, respectively. The access
time of the query qi, denoted by TAccess(qi), is defined as
the duration from the time when a query is issued to the
time when all items of interest are downloaded. It is noted
that the access time of a query can be decomposed into the
access time of the refined query and the duration of cyclei
broadcast cycles. The access time of qi can be formulated
as

TAccess(qi) = TAccess(q
0
i) + cyclei × L× s

B
.

Definition 7: The average access time of the query profile
Q, denoted by TAccess(Q), is defined as the average access
time of the clients issuing a query. i.e.,

TAccess(Q) =

|Q|X
i=1

[TAccess(qi)× Pr(qi)],

where Pr(qi) represents the access probability of qi.

3. PLACEMENT-BASEDALLOCATIONAL-
GORITHM

The design of algorithm PBA focuses on generating a high
broadcast program in an efficient way so as to suit the vari-
ation of the access patterns in the dynamic environment. In
order to achieve efficient allocation, we deal with the prob-
lem by investigating the analytical model of dependent data
broadcasting environment. From the observation of Defini-
tion 6, two critical terms contribute TAccess(qi): the refined
query q0i and the number of complete broadcast cycles cyclei.
The intuition of algorithm PBA is that the items should be
allocated in such a way that cyclei is minimized. To fa-
cilitate the following descriptions, the conflicting items are
defined as follows.
Definition 8: The conflicting items of a query are defined
as the set of multiple items, which belong to the same query,
located in the same placement.
Example 2: Following Example 1, the conflicting items of
qi are {d1, d4} since d1 and d4 are both located in the first
placement of the broadcast program.
In order to minimize TAccess(Q), algorithm PBA is de-

signed from the viewpoint of placement of the broadcast

program. Note that mobile users should spend more cycles
downloading the conflicting items. Moreover, a broadcast
program with cycle length L can be viewed as a collection
which contains L item sets. The problem of generating a
broadcast program can be reformulated as the problem of
inserting the items of each query into L groups such that the
occurrence of conflicting items is avoided. Denote the broad-
cast program P as P = {D1, D2,...,DL}, where D1,...,DL

represent the disjoint subsets of D and each Di contains no
more than K items. The algorithmic form of algorithm PBA
is outlined as follows.
Algorithm PBA
Input: the query profile Q,

the broadcast database D,
the number of channels K

Output: the broadcast program P
Begin
1. Sort elements in Q according to the access probability
in descending order.

2. Let L =
§|D|
K

¨
. Create an empty broadcast program

which contains L item sets,
i.e., P = {Di, 1 ≤ i ≤ L} where Di = {∅}

3. for each qi in Q
4. Unmark all item sets
5. Find q+i and q−i which store the scheduled and

unscheduled items in qi, respectively
6. Mark the item sets which contain K items and

the item sets which contain the items in q+i
7. if all item sets are marked
8. curr = argimin{|Di|} for all Di, |Di| < K
9. else
10. curr = argimin{|Di|} for all unmarked Di

11. for each item dj in q−i
12. Insert dj into Dcurr

13. Mark Dcurr

14. if all item sets are marked
15. Select next from {Di, |Di| < K}

such that DIST (curr, next) is minimized
16. else
17. Select next from the unmarked item sets

such that DIST (curr, next) is minimized
18. Set curr = next
19.return P
End
Function DIST (i, j)
Input: the placements i, j,

the length of the broadcast cycle L
Output: the distance from placement i to placement j
Begin
1. if j > i
2. return j − i
3. else
4. return j + L− i
End
To allocate the data items, algorithm PBA will first sort

the queries in Q according to the access probability in de-
scending order. A query with higher access probability de-
serves higher priority to be scheduled. After that, a broad-
cast program P , which contains L empty item sets, is cre-
ated. It is noted that the item set Di corresponds to the
items allocated in the i-th placement. When each query qi
is processed, the items which have been allocated should not
be scheduled again. To prevent the items from being allo-



Table 2: Query profile of the example
query prob. items
q1 0.310 d9, d12, d18, d19
q2 0.178 d10, d11, d13, d17, d18
q3 0.128 d3, d14, d16, d17, d18
q4 0.102 d2, d5, d6, d11, d14, d15
q5 0.085 d2, d13, d17, d20
q6 0.074 d1, d11, d17, d20
q7 0.065 d3, d4, d15, d19
q8 0.058 d7, d8, d14, d18

cated more than once, we divide qi into two disjoint sub-
sets, q+i and q

−
i , which store the scheduled and unscheduled

items, respectively. Next, some of the item sets in P will
be marked. The marking principles are as follows: (1), the
item sets which contain exactly K items should be marked,
and (2), the item sets which contain the items in q+i should
be marked. Notice that the marked item sets indicate the
placements where items in q−i should not be allocated. The
reason of the marking procedure is that inserting the items
into a marked item set will lead to either the illegitimacy
of the broadcast program or an occurrence of conflicting
items. To allocate an item dj in q−i , algorithm PBA will
determine a suitable placement, denoted by curr, for dj to
insert. After inserting dj into the item setDcurr which corre-
sponds to the placement curr, Dcurr will also be marked. To
allocate the next item in q−i , the next placement, denoted by
next, will be determined according to the distance function
DIST (i, j). Specifically, the function DIST (i, j) returns
the distance from the i-th placement to the j-th placement
in P by taking the effect of periodicity into account. e.g., in
Figure 2, DIST (1, 3) = 2 whereas DIST (3, 1) = 1. Algo-
rithm PBA will terminate its execution when all the items
in D are allocated in P . From the perspective of algorithm
PBA, the items in popular queries, i.e., the queries with high
access probability, have high priority to be scheduled. When
the items of an unpopular query are going to be placed, there
is much less flexibility. Although it is inevitable for some un-
popular queries to encounter the occurrences of conflicting
items, such discrimination can effectively reduce the impact
of the conflicting items. Note that algorithm PBA only scans
the items in D once, it is very efficient and scalable for al-
gorithm PBA to generate a broadcast program especially
when the access patterns and the contents of the database
change dynamically.
Finally, we use a running example to illustrate algorithm

PBA.
Example 3: An example of executing algorithm PBA is
presented in Figure 3. According to the query profile in
Table 2, eight queries are first sorted according to their ac-
cess probabilities. Assuming that 20 items will be dissem-
inated via four channels, the broadcast program P creates
five empty item sets labeled as 1 ∼ 5 in the beginning. In
Figure 3(a), items contained in q1 and q2 are scheduled into
the broadcast program. In order to distinguish the items
in different queries, we use lighter and darker shadows to
identify the items in q1 and q2, respectively. To put the
items in q1 into P , since this query has the highest priority,
all of the items in q1 will be put in the placement 1 ∼ 4.
The items in q2 will be processed following the scheduling
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Figure 3: The example of executing algorithm PBA

result of q1. Items in q2 will be partitioned into two parts
depending on whether an item already exists in P or not.
Since d18 already exists in P , q+2 contains {d18}, whereas q−2
contains {d10, d11, d13, d17}. To determine the placement
where the first item in q−2 , i.e., d10, should be allocated, al-
gorithm PBA selects placement 5, since the corresponding
D5 contains the fewest items among all unmarked item sets.
After that, the other items in q−2 , i.e., {d11, d13, d17}, will
be allocated in placements 1, 2, 4, respectively. Note that
placement 3 is skipped since it is marked to avoid the con-
flict to d18. Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c) depict the execution
when algorithm PBA processes the items in q3 ∼ q6. When
an item set is filled with 4 items, it will also be marked to
avoid the illegitimacy of P . As the the number of marked
placements increases, there will be much less flexibility to
schedule the items with lower priority. As shown in Figure
3(d), when the item d8 in q−8 is scheduled, it is inevitable
to face the situation that all placements are marked. Under
this circumstance, algorithm PBA will put the item into the
placement in which the number of the items is less than 4.
After all the items are scheduled, algorithm PBA will return
P . In Figure 3(e), the data items are broadcast according
to the scheduling result of P .

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct several experiments to investi-

gate the performances of algorithm PBA. During the exper-
iments, several well-known approaches in prior works [9][11]
are also investigated empirically. We will describe the sim-
ulation environment in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we will
discuss the effect of several parameters including the num-
ber of items, the number of channels, the skewness and the
average query length. In the last experiment, the efficiency
analysis will be given in Section 4.3.

4.1 Simulation Environment
In Table 3, several simulating parameters are listed. The

access probability of each query is generated by Zipf distri-
bution Pr(qi) = ( 1

i
)θ/

P|D|
j=1(

1
j
)θ, where θ is the skewness

parameter and 1 ≤ i ≤ |D|. The query profile is gener-
ated based on the approach mentioned in [13], in which



Table 3: Values of the simulation parameters
Parameters Values

Number of the items (N) 240 ∼ 340
Number of the queries 100

Number of the channels (K) 2 ∼ 12
Average length of a query (l) 4 ∼ 14
Skewness parameter (θ) 0.4 ∼ 1.4

Bandwidth of each broadcast channel 80K bytes/sec
Size of each data item 8K bytes

     (a) Number of items v.s. access time      (b) Number of channels v.s. access time

     (c) Skewness parameter v.s. access time      (d) Average query length v.s. access time
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Figure 4: The effectiveness analysis of algorithm
PBA

the inter-relationship among the items can be modeled as
a dependency graph. From the experimental results, we ob-
serve that the number of the queries is viewed as a minor
factor affecting the performance. Therefore, in the follow-
ing experiments, the number of queries is fixed to be 100.
We compare the performance of PBA to algorithm GA [9].
Moreover, we also extend the concept of Modified Query
Expansion Method in [11] from single channel broadcasting
to the multi-channel environment and denote it as MQEM.

4.2 Effectiveness Analysis
In the first experiment, we discuss the effect of the num-

ber of items, denoted by N . The amount of TAccess(Q) is
used to assess the quality of broadcast programs generated
by different algorithms. As shown in Figure 4(a), algorithm
PBA, which generates broadcast programs by avoiding the
occurrences of conflicting items, outperforms the conven-
tional genetic algorithm GA. On the other hand, algorithm
MQEM only generates broadcast programs with fair qual-
ity similar to GA. The reason is that the ignorance of the
multi-channel effect will degrade the performance of algo-
rithm MQEM. We also observe that the access time of each
scheme tends to increase as the value of N increases. This
phenomenon can be explained as follows. When more items
need to be broadcast, each channel requires a longer broad-
cast cycle to deliver the items. The increase of broadcast
cycle will raise the average waiting time of mobile users.

We next investigate the effect of the number of broadcast
channels. Unlike the previous experiment, in Figure 4(b),
the average access time of all schemes decreases as the value
of K increases. The reason is that under the condition of the
fixed N , K is in inverse proportion to L, i.e., L =

§
N
K

¨
. A

larger value of K will thus imply a shorter broadcast cycle.
This result also agrees with our intuition since the increase
of the network bandwidth causes the access time to decrease.
Figure 4(b) also shows that algorithm GA incurs the worse
performance for smaller K. This phenomenon is due to the
inverse proportion between K and L. The situation of larger
L will expand the choices of the placements when the items
are allocated. Therefore, for smaller value of K (i.e., larger
value of L), the advantage of PBA over GA will be more
prominent. This figure also shows that algorithm MQEM
performs well when K is small. This can also be explained
by the reason that the multi-channel effect becomes implicit
under such circumstances.
The effect of varying the skewness parameter θ can be

investigated in Figure 4(c). In this experiment, the pro-
posed algorithm PBA still outperforms algorithm GA and
algorithm MQEM. The major observation in this figure is
that the performance of PBA is very close to that of GA
for smaller θ. With the increase of the skewness parame-
ter, the discrepancy between PBA and GA becomes more
significant. This phenomenon can be explained from the
characteristics of algorithm PBA. As described in Section
3, the query with higher access probability will have higher
priority to allocate the items. Since the access probabilities
of the queries are close to one another for smaller θ, the pri-
ority of the queries will thus be indefinite. An extreme case,
θ = 0, indicates that the access probabilities of all queries are
equal. The indefinite priority will degrade the performance
of algorithm PBA. Note that algorithm MQEM quantifies
the priority according to the access probability as well. It
also results in the poor performance for lower skewness.
In addition, we discuss the effect of average query length,

i.e., the average number of items contained in a query. As
shown in Figure 4(d), the average access time of each scheme
increases as the average query length gets larger. The rea-
son is as follows. When more items are contained in a query,
it will be more likely for conflicting items to occur. For an
extreme example, if a query contains more than L items, it
is inevitable that at least two items in the query will be allo-
cated in the same placement regardless of its scheduling pri-
ority. As described in Section 3, mobile users should spend
more time downloading the conflicting items. The longer
average query length will thus induce the larger amount of
access time.

4.3 Efficiency Analysis
In the final experiment, we discuss the efficiency issue of

all algorithms. Since we implement these approaches by
Java language and execute the simulators on the same sys-
tem platform, the execution time of simulators will reflect
the efficiency. We use millisecond as the unit of execution
time. Note that the parameters θ and l do not affect the
complexity in this experiment. We thus only consider the
parameters N and K here. Figure 5(a) shows the execution
time of each approach as the number of broadcast items in-
creases, while Figure 5(b) depicts the execution time with K
varied. We can observe that algorithm PBA and algorithm
MQEM take much less execution time compared to algo-



     (a) Number of items v.s. execution time      (b)Number of channels v.s. execution time
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Figure 5: The efficiency analysis of algorithm PBA

rithms GA. Moreover, since the increase of N will enlarge
the searching space, the execution time of GA will increase
drastically. On the other hand, the decrease of K will raise
the length of the broadcast cycle. Since the increase of L
will also enlarge the searching space, we observe that in Fig-
ure 5(b), it requires longer execution time for algorithm GA
for smaller value of K.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the scheduling algorithm in de-

pendent data broadcasting environment. Algorithm PBA,
standing for Placement Based Allocation, is proposed from
the viewpoint of placement. According to the experimental
results, PBA can achieve better performance in both effec-
tiveness and efficiency compared to the prior works. There-
fore, the proposed algorithm PBA will be very suitable and
practical to generate the broadcast program in the depen-
dent data broadcasting environment.
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